‘PLACIDUS RESEARCH CENTER’

www.babylonianastrology.com; rumen_k_kolev@yahoo.com

March 27-28, 2010, Varna, Bulgaria
Addar 19-20 (spring equinox in Addar system)

ANNOUNCING:

PORPHYRIUS MAGUS version 1.10
The Magic of the Ancient Astrology
at your fingertips

Dear colleagues,
I am happy to release the program ‘PORPHYRIUS MAGUS’ version 1.10.
Dedicated exclusively to Hellenistic, Medieval and Babylonian Astrology and at the
incredible discount price of 90 USD. (for all kinds of Windows)
(Discount price of 90 USD valid until 15th of April 2010;
Price after 15th of April 2010: 140-180 USD or more)
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While version 1.0 of Porphyrious Magus was a module in the program ‘PLACIDUS’,
Porphyrious Magus version 1.10 is a separate computer program.
There has been no major changes in version 1.10 with the exception of one very valuable addition: The ability to take in account the strong houses of Hermes and use this in
assessing Who is the Kurios (Almuten) of the chart.
For the theory of Hermes about the ‘profitable’ signs, see Catalogus Codicum Astrologorum Graecorum (CCAG) volume 8, part 3 page 116 where is chapter 19 of Antiochus’
Introduction (Parisian Epitome).
In Robert Schmidt’s ‘Definitions and Foundations’ see page 279.

THE PROPHET AND THE KING
Antiochus tells us the theory of Hermes (the Prophet) and the theory of the King
(Nechepso) about which signs are ‘profitable’ (strong, working, beneficial).
Hermes ennumerates 7 ‘strong’ signs: the 4 angles- the ascending sing, the culminating, the descending and the anti-culminating. Then the two sign in trine to the ascending
sign. And also the sing that culminates after the sign in culmination.
The King takes for ‘working’ signs the 4 pivots (exactly as Hermes does) and adds to
these the signs that follow them (ai epanaphorai). Valens later seems to have subscribed to
this tradition.
In version 1.0 ONLY the theory of the King was in the basis of computing how
strong is the position of a planet. Planets in house 9th were discounted as ‘cadent’ and
thrown out of consideration for possible kingship. They could not become Kurios...
Several amazing incidents in my practice though absolutely imperatively showed me
that here not the King but the Prophet (Hermes) is correct !
(The whole story of how I came to this, will be put in a story probably in the next volume 3 of the Research Bulletin in History of Astrology and Primary Directions)
In many cases planets in the 9th sign (house) proved to be extremely powerful.
Because of this I added the option to compute the Hermes’ strong signs and take this
in account when searching for the Kurios. These signs can be seen also directly on the
screen- they are bigger and encircled.

THE RISING TIMES OF THE SIGNS
Another addition was the ability to compute and show on the screen
the rising times of the signs. (look at right by Libra the 40.7 degrees)

The rest of the description which is on the following pages is common for versions 1.10 and 1.00.
(the sections shown on this page are from the chart of Bill Gates)
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PORPHYRIUS MAGUS
enables us to see through his eyes
the true essence of the people
by the Magic of the True Ancient Astrology.
The chart below is that of Adolf Hitler as seen with the eyes of Porphyrius Magus.
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With a mouse-click, we choose an author and PORPHYRIUS MAGUS
immediately computes and refreshes the chart on the screen according to the
new choice of doctrine.
The Hyleg appears with an aura of Light- symbol of the Life coming
from God.
The Alcocoden- the Guarding Angel is with wings.
The Almuten- the Ego is with crown.
If one and the same planet (star) turns out to be all of the above or two
of them, this star appears carrying all its insignia.
As in the case of Hitler, Saturn is all three.

Here the Hyleg and Alcocoden are computed according to Ptolemy and the
Almuten by Porphyry. This is shown by the choices of the authors.
We can see immediately on the screen many arcana of the True Ancient
Astrology. In this case, we notice a black battle-axe by the side of Saturn.
This symbol shows the ‘Contra-Doriphoria’(∆ορυφορια παρ αιρεσιν−PorphyryAntiochus) or Doriphoria either from the opposite sect or on the ‘wrong’ side of
the Light of the Time (in this diurnal birth the Light of the Time is the Sun and
Saturn should be oriental in order to be ‘real’ and ‘true’ doriphoria of the Sun)
Above the crown of Saturn (symbol of the Almuten), we see the text ‘es-5’.
This indicates another extremely important factor in the Hellenistic Astrologythe Heliacal Phases.
‘es-5’ stands for ‘evening stationary 5 days before birth’
(the minus sign shows that the phase has taken place before birth)
The diurnal planets (Sun, Saturn and Jupiter) are everywhere in Porphyrius Magus in Red.
The nocturnal Moon, Mars and Venus are Blue.
The same for the signs.
The hemisphere where the Sun is (above or below horizon) is also designated with an arc of
red dots in a half-circle. Blue-circles half-encircle the other side from the horizon. In this way
we can see immediately the degree of hays of all planets.
On the right we can see Saturn in red (diurnal planet) in red Leo (diurnal sign) and in the redencircled side of the horizon (where the Sun is) and above horizon.
This tells us that Saturn has the highest degree of the hays- the third degree.
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The bounds- so important in the Ancient Art, are
shown in the inner-most wheel. The rulers of the
bounds are shown in the bound they rule.
Here we can see that Saturn is in his own bounds.
The choice of bounds is also a click away:
We can switch to Egyptian, Chaldean and Ptolemaic bounds.
There is one more thing about Saturn. He is in a rosy sphere. This tells us that Saturn
is in a ‘hays’ of third degree: day (diurnal) planet in day-time birth, in day sign and above
horizon- a most powerful position indeed.
From all of the above, we can judge and -more important- see, the monstrous strength
and import of Saturn in Hitler. The black axe of the ‘contra-doriphoria’ shows, however, the
risk that this immense power can go the wrong way...

This program is for the serious researcher
who wants to go deep into the Hellenistic and Arab Astrology.
PORPHYRIUS MAGUS shows not only the results of his calculations, but also all intermediate stages.
PORPHYRIUS MAGUS shows his very process of ‘thinking’ and ‘considerations’- step by step.
We can see his thought flowing before us.
In this way we can invoke PORPHYRIUS MAGUS as a teacher and learn under his guidance the Art
of the True Ancient Astrology.
Because we see his thought we can also control him and check the correctness of his results.
How is this achieved?
By creating special modules- something like a window in the brain of the program- through which we
can see in details and step by step how Porhyrius Magus recreates the thought-process of all different Hellenistic and Arab authors for choosing a hyleg and alcocoden (as well as for other things as we will see later)

From the main menu, clicking on ‘Hyleg-Alchocoden’ will roll down a list with all Hellenistic
and Arab authors we mentioned.
We can click on an author and call the special glass-window opening into the brain of the program. A panel pops up which shows us in details and step by step the process of the author for choosing a hyleg and alcocoden.
In the picture on the next page Porphyrius Magus show us the thought of Ptolemy.
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STAGE 8
STAGE 7
STAGE 6
STAGE 3
STAGE 1 STAGE 2

STAGE 5

STAGE 4

STAGE 1
We can see that from the planets there are 3 that have 3 or more ruling powers in the 3 ‘day’
places- (Sun, Asc and the Syzygy-conjunction). Saturn, Jupiter and Venus.
From these 3, Saturn is, without question, the Ruler of the Sect of the Birth , that is the DaySect (Ο τησ αιρεσεωσ Οικοδεσποτησ)
STAGE 2
The next is to consider the house positions of the luminaries and of these planets who jump
over the barrier of 3 dignities in the three day-centers. Only the Sun, Saturn and Venus continue.
Here is used the Porphyry house system with 5 degree cusps-offset.
STAGE 3
Ptolemy says that the planet, candidate-hyleg, must be strong also in the other sect (the nocturnal sect in this case). In the 3 centers of the Night- Moon, PoF and Syzygy-opposition- the candidate
hyleg should gather at least 2 rulerships. Venus and Saturn jump over again.
STAGE 4
Here the invisible (combusta) planets are disqualified.  Venus and Saturn are visible.
STAGE 5
Here are shown the candidate-hylegs who have made it so far.
STAGE 6
Ptolemy says that a planet should be in more powerful position, by house and zodiac, to be
preferred over a luminary.
Being in the 10th house- the most powerful (acc. to Ptolemy) house- makes Saturn inevitably
the Hyleg- the star from where the soul of Hitler has come to this world.
(Stage 7 is if there is no clear winner in Stage 6)
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We can also modify the thought process of Ptolemy, by changing the bounds system,
the house system, Arab or Ptolemaic Pars Fortunae and the almuten system by which to
choose Who rules the Hyleg id est Who is the Alcocoden.

es:

If we change the house-system to Sign-House system then a different picture emerg-

Here Saturn is the clear winner from the very beginning as he alone is in a house
proper for a Hyleg to be.
After Porphyrius Magus found the Hyleg- the Life-Source of Hitler- according to
Ptolemy, now he is leading us to the Guarding Angel of Hitler (the planet with dignities in
the place of the Hyleg that is the Alcocoden)
Here we can see that in the almuten-system of Ptolemy, Saturn and the Sun are the
possible alcocodens of the hyleg- Saturn.
Both have 2 ruling powers in 14 Leo

In the end, Saturn is chosen because he is the Hyleg and because of his more powerful position in
house and zodiacally.
In this way, now Saturn claims the wings of the Guarding Angel- the celestial being who took the
soul of Hitler from the Hyleg (Saturn) [himself] and brought it to Earth in the time of the conception.
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This Guarding Angel is the Angel who watched over Hitler during his life and who after his
death took him back to the Hyleg again (Saturn)

The Guardian Angel gives Hitler his time of Life on Earth-his years of life.
Saturn in an angle, according to the Astrological Tradition, gives 57 years.
Hitler lived 56.
In the end, we can check the basis of everything computed by clicking on the button ‘Show
Source’ in the right upper corner.
We will see the original text in Greek concerning Hyleg and
alcocoden-the topic of the module in question.
This is available for all different modules and different topics
of the program. Original sources in Greek and Latin come up for the
last and ultimate deliberation and consideration of the astrologer.
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Now we will move to the Ego, the Almuten of Hitler.
I have set Porphyry to compute it as I hold his system, for finding the almuten, the best of all.

On the main menu, we can see the almuten systems, again step by step, of all authors.
There are two wizards here. One is for the system of Porphyry and the other for the rest of the
authors who have an almuten system (listed on page 4)
But now let us look at the thought-process of Porphyry.

The Doctrine of Porphyry-Antiochus, first makes a list of potential almuten-candidates.  These are:  the rulers of the Asc,
Moon, MC, PoF and the syzygy. To these are added also planets in the rising bounds or the rising sign and planets who made a
heliacal phase within 7 days before the birth. All these are shown in the upper part of the panel. Rulers of the sign and of the
bounds are considered here. 2 points for sign-ruler and 1 for bound-ruler.
However, we can change these points by simply writing in the text boxes.
On the left of the panel are shown the planets making heliacal phases- only appearance, station and
disappearance are mentioned by Porphyry worthy of taking into account and preference is given to the
heliacal appearance if several phases are occurring.
Here we can again change the points assigned for each heliacal phase given. Jupiter and Saturn make
station and are given 3 points. In the column in the right ‘Total Points’ we see the total points gathered
by all candidates to rule Hitler. The winner is Saturn.
There is, however, a second stage of finding the Almuten according to Porphyry.
It is given in the lower part of the panel.
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The Doctrine of Porphyry-Antiochus teaches that from all these candidates (in the case of Hitler- all planets except Sun
and Mars) we must find out the candidate-planet who BEST epitomises (sums up) the whole Nativity.  I will give the original and
the translation of this extremely important passage of Porphyry:
			
(τον συµπαθεστατα προσ την γενεσιν κειµενον αποφαινονται κυριον)“(the planet) who is the best embodiment of the (whole) Nativity, reveals himself as the Ruler” (the Almuten, the Ego).
For this task is the second register of the panel which is given above. It takes the words of Porphyry and puts them into
code.
Initial stage: the column on the left shows the points gathered by the planets.
Stage 1:  The invisible planets (combust,under the Sun’s beams) are disqualified. (We can order the wizard not to disqualify them)
Stage 2:  The cadent planets (in houses 12, 6, 3, 9) are disqualified. (We can order the wizard not to disqualify them)
Stage 3:  The disqualified planets have zero points and we see what is left as planet-candidates.
Stage 4: Here the wizard looks who from the candidates is close enough to the champion in points. We control this by the textbox where we input the points difference from the points of the champion as a percentage of his points. In our case Saturn is the
champ with 6 points and the wizard is ordered to consider all planets within 25 % of the champion-planet. 25% of 6 is 6/4 = 1.5
points. This means that the wizard will take all planets with points 4.5 or higher and consider all of them. To all these planets the
wizard gives the points of the champion id est 6 and then looks at their strengths which are as follows:
Stage 5 Orientality; Stage 6 Own Dignities; Stage 7 Level of Hays; Stage 8 Power of House-Position; Stage 9 Aspects to ASC,
Sun and Moon;
In Stage 10 the so gathered points of all almuten candidates are given.
Then in the last Stage, 11, the King of the Nativity, the Ruler, the Ego who commands is proclaimed and crowned.
Here again we can change the criteria of the wizard by changing:
1 the points assigned for rulership (in the upper register of the panel)
2 the number of days before and after the Birth in which to look for planets
in a Heliacal Phase (in the upper register of the panel)
3 the values assigned for the various strengths of the planets in the lower register,
stages 5 to 9.  The points given are fixed  but we can multiply them
by a factor of our choice.
4 the extinction of the atmosphere (very important for calculation of the heliacal phases. 0.16 is very clear atmosphere, 0.40 is the
opposite). There is a textbox to input the extinction.
5 the house-system.
6  in the end, with the ‘levers’ of the Wizard, we can additionally refine the search for the ‘King’
There we can disqualify planets under the beams of the Sun (invisible) and cadents OR not disqualify them.
We can also set the limit for the points that the planets MUST gather in order to continue
(as a percentage of the maximum points gathered by the planet champion as we explained earlier)
In this way we have one extremely sophisticated, flexible and intelligent Wizard on our side.
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We can order the Wizard to consider the planets in many different ways.
There are astrologers, serious researchers into Hellenistic Astrology, who believe that Porphyry used only the sign rulers of
the ASC, Moon, MC and PoF and the planets-rulers were important proportionally to their position in the order given.
(the ruler of the sign of the ASC is the most important, then the ruler of the sign of the Moon and so on...)
In the system of these researchers also, the heliacal phases are considered also 7 days after birth
The Wizard can imitate all this through our changing of the points assigned.
Here is imitation of the system of these astrologers-scholars.

Here we assigned points 5,4,3,2 and 1 to the sign-rulers of the ASC, Moon, MC, Pof and the bounds-ruler of the syzygy (the
text is explicit on this). One point is assigned also to the heliacally active planets within +-7 days from the Birth.
We can see here that Venus gathers 6 points and Saturn gathers 5 in the first round.
In the second round though Saturn is again crowned as the Ego of Hitler, the King of his psyche.
[ the mentioned researchers though would take most probably Venus as the final Kurios-Almuten because in their system they give  less import to the second round of consideration in the system of Porphyry and prefer to concentrate on the first.]
For detailed treatment of the Kurios System of Porphyry and translation of his relevant chapter, expect my
‘Greek and Arab Astrology’ Part II volume coming as volume 3 of my research series PDHA, Primary Directions and History of
Astrology
‘Greek and Arab Astrology’ Part I volume which came out in the end of 2008 examines mainly Dorotheus and Ptolemy.
{ The aspects are shown and we can see which are exact in the degree (with red color and in a box), those in bounds [red] and
those in sign [black color] The rays-throwing (ακτινοβολια) aspects are in italic. }
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In the end we can check the original text written by Porphyry by clicking on the button ‘Show Source’
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Now I will go shortly over the capabilities of PORPHYRIUS MAGUS.

The main Menu.

Here is the main control panel
from which we control
the 2 different MODES
and the 3 different VIEWS
of PORPHYRIUS MAGUS

Here is the control panel for the screen.

MODES
VIEWS

PORPHYRIUS MAGUS
Birth-Chart MODE
1-Dimensional VIEW

in his

This is the circular chart we all know ( 1-Dimensional VIEW) for the Birth-Time (Birth-Time MODE)
We used this Mode and View for our examination so far of the chart of Hitler.

In his Birth-Chart

- 1D combination PORPHYRIUS MAGUS computes:

the Hyleg-Alcocoden systems according to 6 Greek, 3 Arab and 1 Medieval author.
The Almuten systems are computed acc. to 3 hellenistic authors, 3 Arabs and 1
Medieval.
Doriphoria acc. to Ptolemy, Porphyry-Antiochus and Alchabitius
Calculates all Porphyry doryphoria: real Solar and Lunar Doriphoria, the Contra-Doriphoria and the double-Contra 		
Doriphoria. There are again special panels for the doriphoria similar to those for the hyleg-alcocoden and almuten
determination.
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The Heliacal Phases of the planets-those occuring +-7 days within Birth are seen on the chart written above the planets concerned.
There is also a separate panel where much more detailed info is given.
The Heliacal phases are computed based on my own observations of more than 300 heliacal phases spanning 10 years and
3 continents.  This is the first computer program that computes the heliacal phases reliably.  No other astrological or academic or
scientific program can do this (their algorithms used are inexact and they lack real observations on which to base their computations...).
The Part of Fortune is computed as acc.to Ptolemy or the Arabs.
The charts of the syzygies are also computed.

The invisible planets are again seen on the screen as grey. (we can disable this)
In the chart of Hitler, Mars and Mercury are invisible.
They are grey and there is a grey cross by their side.

Ability to switch between 3 systems of bounds.

We can opt to see all rulers on the chart: rulers of sign, exaltation,
trigon, bounds and face.

Ability to hide and show planets and points

Ability to show the coordinates of the planets as whole degrees or with degrees and minutes.
Computes the planets in Hays and shows them on the screen (if we choose so)

Shows the ruler of the Day or the Night of the Birth and the planetary Hour and gives also the birthdate in the Babylonian calendar and the Phase of the Moon at time of the Birth.
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PORPHYRIUS MAGUS
Birth-Chart MODE
2-Dimensional VIEW

in his

This is a special projection of the Celestial Sphere for the moment of the Birth in 2 dimensions.
The center of the projections is the center of the ecliptic.
We can control how much of the sphere is projected (through the ‘Ecliptic Breadth’ textBox)
We can project only a small band of 30 degrees north and south of the ecliptic OR we can project the whole sphere.
The planets and other important points are given in their Tropical and Babylonian fixed (29 Virgo = Spica) zodiac.
Also the altitude of the planets is given and a short message for planets making heliacal phases +-7 days within the Birth.
The invisible planets are shown in grey.
There are options for the stars, the star names and the zodiac.
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PORPHYRIUS MAGUS
Birth-Chart MODE
Prognosis VIEW

in his

This is the Natal Chart inside
(We can see in the inner wheel everything we can see in the 1D VIEW)
The Primary Directed Hylegial Points are outside of the wheels.
The Hylegial Points are directed as lege artis per Ptolemy and the Arab and Medieval Astrology.
We can see immediately where are the hylegial points by Bounds and Degree and Minute.
On the Left we can see the 4 Lords of the Time used by the Arab and Medieval astrologers
for all seven Hylegial Points
(ASC, Sun, Moon, PoF, MC, Part of Spirit and the Syzygy)
This is valid for the time shown in the main control panel in the left upper corner.
We can move for- and back-wards with a chosen step and in animation and watch how the chart becomes alive.
The aspects of the radical planets are on the outer wheel .
So we can see when a primary directed hylegial point goes over aspects.
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We can compute also the primary directions in a list form and print them

We can choose the key (time-measure) and the time-limit of 100 or 360 years.
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PORPHYRIUS MAGUS

in his

DYNAMIC MODE
1D and 2D VIEWS are possible with Dynamic Mode
(Prognosis View is not possible)

In the Dynamic Mode we switch to Observatorium.
Any time which we choose to input in the time-controls in the main control panel in
the upper left corner, becomes the Time for which PORPHYRIUS MAGUS
computes everything- Hyleg, Alcocoden, Almuten, Hays, Doriphoria, Heliacal Phases..
It is exciting to input a step of , lets say, 20 minutes. Then click the repeat-forward
button which will keep turning thechart with 20 minutes and watch how the c
It is exciting to input a step of , lets say, 20 minutes. Then click the repeat-forward
button which will keep turning the chart automatically ..
and watch...
We will see how the Hyleg changes over the day and how the crown of the King goes from planet to planet.
We will watch also how the Guardian Angel changes. And everything- planets in Hays, Doriphoria- real and those with black
axes, planets in heliacal phases...
Powerful tool for finding a certain moment we want...
Of course here we can change with a mouse-click the authors by which Porphyrius goes in his computations....
We can change any setting while the chart is animated with the repeat-forward.
There is one very important use of this Dynamic Mode.  We can first input the Birth-Time in the Dynamic Mode and then
slowly turn the timeforward with 1 day. As this means 1 year of life, we can in this way see how the chart changes.
This new chart will be valid for THIS YEAR of the NATIVE’s LIFE as the NUMBER of DAYS after birth it is computed
for...
If we set the MODE to Dynamic (while being in the record of Hitler) and then click on the button ‘birth’, this will show
again the chart of birth of Hitler. This time, however, we can forward the chart in time with a chosen step.
If we forward it with 43 days, this will give us information about his 43rd year of life.
Everything in this chart will be of import: Hyleg, Alcocoden, Almuten, Doriphoria, Invisible planets...
We can also switch the REAL TIME option and Porphyrius Magus will refresh the chart every 5 seconds for the real time.
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The Chart of Hitler forwarded in the Dynamic MODE with 43.658 days.
Corresponding Date for Adolf Hitler: 30 JAN 1933. Hitler becomes a Kanzler on this day.
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Now I will show some ADDITIONAL screens of PORPHYRIUS MAGUS
The HELIACAL MODULE

The ALCABITIUS HYLEG-ALCOCODEN MODULE
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The Module showing the Hyleg-Alcocoden-Almuten according to ALL authors
Notice that according to Dorotheus Hitler does not have a Hyleg and Alcocoden.

The SYZYGY INFORMATION PANEL
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The ALMUTEN WIZARD of ALL AUTHORS (except Porphyry)

PLACIDUS
RESEARCH CENTER

President: Dr. Rumen K. Kolev
‘Radko Dimitriev’ str. 13 B, ap.3
Varna-9000, BULGARIA
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EMail: rumen_k_kolev@yahoo.com
Telephone: +359-52-609282
WEB: www.babylonianastrology.com

